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 Brompton Scout Troop Programme 2012 

Thursday 7.45-9pm 
Brompton Village Hall 

Cockpit Hill 
Brompton 

  

Date 
(day.mnth) 

Activity You will need to 
bring: 

Astronomer Activity Badge 
 learn how to identify constellations 
 learn about planets and the solar system 
 build your own rocket 

12.1 Stargazing  Warm outdoor 
clothing, EMPTY 
Pringles canister, red 
bike light (preferable) 
or torch, compass, 
binoculars if you have 
them 

19.1 Build a model Solar System  

26.1 Build rockets 2 litre empty pop bottle 

2.2 Special talk from local expert Warm outdoor 
clothing, red bike light 
(preferable) or torch, 
compass 

Global Conservation Activity Badge 
 get involved in a local conservation project 

 

9.2 Brompton Pantomime- no scout meeting 

16.2 Half-term Holiday 

23.2 Feed the birds Warm outdoor 
clothing, 2 litre pop 
bottle (empty!), torch 

1.3 Put up bird/ bat boxes Warm outdoor 
clothing, torch, 
research homework! 

8.3 Build bug houses Warm outdoor 
clothing, torch 

15.3   

Photographer Activity Badge 
 explore taking well composed photos of the local 

area 
 learn about the functions of a digital camera and 

how to edit photos 

22.3 Outdoor/ indoor photography Digital camera, warm 
outdoor clothing 

29.3 Photo editing Digital camera and 
USB cable attachment 

5.4-12.4 Easter Holiday 



Cyclist Activity Badge 
 learn how to maintain your bike 
 learn road safety 
 take part in a 20-25 mile cycle ride 

19.4 Bike maintenance, safety and cycling 
activity 

Completed 
Astronomer Activity 
Booklet 
Bicycle 
Bike tools, pump, 
helmet, lights, bright 
outdoor clothing 

26.4 Planning safe cycle routes, cycling 
activity 

Bicycle 
Bike tools, pump, 
helmet, lights, bright 
outdoor clothing 

Physical Recreation Badge 
 share your interests in physical activities with other 

scouts e.g. football, yoga, canoeing, martial arts, 
cycling, to gain a physical recreation badge 

 
 

3.5 Scout presentations, phys rec activities Items for your 
presentation 

10.5 Scout presentations, phys rec activities Items for your 
presentation 

Survival Skills Badge 
 learn how to survive in the outdoors  
 build shelters 
 make fire without matches 
 cook with wildfood  

17.5 14-20th May Community Week, 
Shelter building 

Outdoor clothing 

24.5 Survival skills and first aid Survival kit, first aid kit, 
rucksack 

31.5 Backwoods cooking Outdoor clothing 

7.6 Half-term Holiday 

14.6 Purifying water Outdoor clothing 

21.6 Fire without matches Outdoor clothing 

28.6 Tool making Outdoor clothing 

Meteorologist Activity Badge 
 learn about weather conditions  
 learn how to understand weather charts 
 Predict weather conditions when outdoors and learn 

how to stay safe 

5.7 Make a weather station 2 litre pop bottle x2 

12.7 Become a weather forecaster  

19.7 Understand Hyperthermia Completed weather 
observation booklet 

26.7-30.8 Summer Holiday  
 


